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Abstract. We present new diagnostics of the solar flare
reconnection, mainly based on the plasma radio emission.
We propose that the high-frequency (600–2000 MHz) slowly
drifting pulsating structures map the flare magnetic field re-
connection. These structures correspond to the radio emis-
sion from plasmoids which are formed in the extended cur-
rent sheet due to tearing and coalescence processes. An in-
crease of the frequency drift of the drifting structures is in-
terpreted as an increase of the reconnection rate. Using this
model, time scales of slowly drifting pulsating structure ob-
served during the 12 April 2001 flare by the Trieste radiopo-
larimeter with high time resolution (1 ms) are interpreted as
a radio manifestation of electron beams accelerated in the
multi-scale reconnection process. For short periods Fourier
spectra of the observed structure have a power-law form with
power-law indices in the 1.3–1.6 range. For comparison the
2-D MHD numerical modeling of the multi-scale reconnec-
tion is made and it is shown that Fourier spectrum of the re-
connection dissipation power has also a power-law form, but
with power-law index 2. Furthermore, we compute a time
evolution of plasma parameters (density, magnetic field etc)
in the 2-D MHD model of the reconnection. Then assuming
a plasma radio emission from locations, where the “double-
resonance” instability generates the upper-hybrid waves due
to unstable distribution function of suprathermal electrons,
we model radio spectra. Effects of the MHD turbulence are
included. The resulting spectra are compared with those ob-
served. It is found, that depending on model parameters
the lace bursts and the decimetric spikes can be reproduced.
Thus, it is shown that the model can be used for diagnostics
of the flare reconnection process. We also point out possible
radio signatures of reconnection outflow termination shocks.
They are detected as type II-like herringbone structures in
the 200–700 MHz frequency range. Finally, we mention Hα
spectra of the 18 September 1995 eruptive prominence which
indicate the bi-directional plasma flow as expected in the re-
connection process.
Correspondence to: M. Karlicky´
(karlicky@asu.cas.cz)
1 Introduction
The reconnection of magnetic field lines plays the key role in
complex solar active processes which manifest themselves
as various observational dynamic phenomena – such as solar
flares, plasmoid ejecta and CMEs – see e.g. Priest and Forbes
(2000). However, it is very difficult to detect the reconnec-
tion process itself, our information comes only from conse-
quent processes such as accelerated particles, mass motions,
plasma heating etc. Therefore, any further observations re-
lated more directly to the magnetic reconnection would be of
great importance.
Up to now the most of observational evidence of the mag-
netic reconnection comes from the soft X-ray and EUV ob-
servations. For example, Yokoyama et al. (2001) presented
the 18 March 1999 event as an evidence of the reconnec-
tion inflow. Based on this observation they derived the re-
connection rate as MA= 0.001–0.03, where MA is an Alfve´n
Mach number of the inflow. Furthermore, Asai et al. (2004)
showed downflow motions associated with impulsive non-
thermal emission observed during the 23 July 2002 solar
flare. This result implies that the downflow motions occurred
when strong magnetic energy was released and that they
are correlated with the reconnection outflows. Bi-directional
plasma flows, which characterize the magnetic reconnection,
are reported also in the paper by Curdt et al. (1998) where the
SUMER/SOHO spectra taken in the corona above the active
regions are analyzed.
In the present paper, we summarize new possibilities,
mainly based on the radio plasma emission, how to diagnose
the magnetic field reconnection. First, the high-frequency
slowly drifting pulsating structures, which according to our
model map the reconnection process, are described. Then
we present the unified model of lace bursts and narrowband
dm-spikes, which enables us to diagnose the reconnection
plasma outflows. The radio plasma emission from the recon-
nection outflow termination shocks is mentioned. Finally, it
is shown that the Hα spectra can also indicate bi-directional
reconnection flows.
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of high-frequency slowly drifting structures
(outlines of emission structures in the time-frequency plane) (top),
and 3 GHz radio and HXRS (Fa´rnı´k et al. 2001) 19–29 keV fluxes
(in arbitrary units) (bottom) observed during the 11 April 2001 flare.
Due to spacecraft night, the HXRS observation ended at 13:11 UT;
after 13:04 UT the time resolution of the observations was changed
from 0.2 s to 1 s.
2 High-frequency slowly drifting pulsating structures
mapping the flare magnetic reconnection
Slowly drifting pulsating structures, observed at the begin-
ning of some eruptive solar flares in the 0.6–2.0 GHz fre-
quency range, have been found to be radio signatures of
plasmoid ejection (Karlicky´ and Odstrcˇil, 1994; Kliem et al.,
2000; Khan et al., 2002; Karlicky´ et al., 2002).
Hudson et al. (2001) identified a rapidly moving hard
X-ray source, observed by the HXT (Hard X-ray Tele-
scope) of the “Yohkoh” satellite, associated with the mov-
ing microwave source and the plasmoid ejection seen in im-
ages observed by the SXT (Soft X-ray Telescope) on board
“Yohkoh”. An association with a high-frequency slowly
drifting burst was also reported.
Similarly, Kundu et al. (2001) identified two moving
“Yohkoh” soft X-ray ejecta associated with moving decimet-
ric/metric radio sources observed by the Nancay radiohelio-
graph.
Based on the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) numerical
simulations, Kliem et al. (2000) suggested that each individ-
ual burst in the slowly drifting pulsating structure is gener-
ated by superthermal electrons, accelerated in the peak of
the electric field in the quasi-periodic regime of the mag-
netic field reconnection. Furthermore, the global slow nega-
tive frequency drift of the structure was explained by a plas-
moid propagation upwards in the solar corona towards lower
plasma densities.
In the following, first, a unique example of the 11 April
2001 radio spectrum with a series of slowly drifting struc-
Fig. 2. High-frequency slowly drifting structure observed by the
Ondrˇejov radiospectrograph at the very beginning of the 11 April
2001 flare, at 12:58 UT–13:00 UT.
Fig. 3. Example of high-frequency slowly drifting structures ob-
served by the Ondrˇejov radiospectrograph in 11 April 2001 at
13:07 UT–13:09 UT.
tures is shown. Namely, in most cases only one drifting pul-
sating structure (DPS) is observed. Then the 12 April 2001
event is analyzed from the point of view of time scales in the
reconnection process.
2.1 The 11 April 2001 event
On 11 April 2001 the GOES satellite observed a soft X-ray
event which started at 12:56 UT, with maximum at 13:26 UT
and end at 13:49 UT. This event was classified as M2.3 and
localized in the active region NOAA AR 9415. According to
Hα observations the 1F flare started at 13:01, maximum at
13:21 UT, and end at 14:23 UT; in the position S22W27.
As can be seen in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, a rare series of high-
frequency slowly drifting structures was observed during the
11 April 2001 flare in the 0.8–2.0 GHz frequency range by
the Ondrˇejov radiospectrograph (Jirˇicˇka et al., 1993). Usu-
ally only one such a structure is recorded at the beginning
of some eruptive flares. The slowly drifting structure shown
in Fig. 2, which was recorded at the very beginning of this
flare, can be considered as an example of such typical cases.
In a relatively narrow frequency range it consists of many
fast drift radio bursts with the characteristic repetition time
of seconds. The structure as a whole drifts slowly towards
lower frequencies.
During this event we recorded a series of slowly drifting
structures. Their global evolution during the flare is pre-
sented schematically in the upper part of Fig. 1. For com-
parison, the time evolution of the 3 GHz radio and HXRS
(Fa´rnı´k et al., 2001) 19–29 keV X-ray flux are added in
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Fig. 4. Standard model of the dynamic (eruptive) solar flare. Be-
tween rising and flare loops current sheet is formed and here re-
connection takes place. The reconnection outflows are indicated by
arrows. SMS means slow magnetosonic shock and FMS fast mag-
netosonic (termination) shock.
the bottom panel of Fig. 1. The radio phenomenon started
at 12:58:50 UT with drifting structure having an instanta-
neous bandwidth of 400 MHz and a relatively slow global
frequency drift (−1.5 MHz s−1). Then in the time interval
13:04–13:12 UT a group of drifting structures having higher
frequency drifts (−12–−45 MHz s−1) followed. The rep-
etition time of these drifting structures was about 45 s. In
this frequency range the activity ended with another group of
drifting structures with drifts changing from −45 MHz s−1
to −1.2 MHz s−1 at the end.
All drifting structures in this flare were composed of many
fast drifting quasi-periodic features (bursts) having charac-
teristic time ≤ 1 s, usually with very high (not measurable)
frequency drifts. Their drifts were measurable only in a few
cases, as for example in the initial drifting structure (Fig. 2),
where pulses with frequency drifts of −200–+450 MHz s−1
can be recognized.
A very interesting situation can be seen in the radio spec-
trum presented in Fig. 3, where several drifting structures
are shown. For example one structure (at 13:07:52 UT–
13:09:00 UT, with bandwidth 400 MHz) drifts towards lower
frequencies with about −45 MHz s−1 and then its drift stops
and further structures drift to and over this stopped structure
(e.g. at 13:08:50 UT).
shock
plasmoid
(electron  beams)
secondary
plasmoids
H−alpha
flare loop
DPS  radio sources
Fig. 5. Flare scenario: Due to tearing instability secondary plas-
moids are generated. All these plasmoids can interact. DPS means
drifting pulsating structure.
2.1.1 Interpretation
In the interpretation of the present event we start from the
model proposed by Kliem et al. (2000). We interpret the ini-
tial drifting structure as plasma radio emission generated by
electron beams which are injected into the plasmoid (Fig 4)
during a quasi-periodic reconnection process in the current
sheet below the plasmoid. The model enables us to estimate
the electron plasma density in the initial plasmoid as, ap-
proximately, ne=1.77×1010 cm−3 (assuming the plasma ra-
dio emission at the fundamental electron plasma frequency).
According to the model (Ohyama and Shibata, 1998), the re-
connection outflows can reach velocities comparable with the
Alfve´n speed, thus we expect that these outflows are in a tur-
bulent state.
The 11 April 2001 flare is unique due to the series of drift-
ing structures. In principle, in the dynamic reconnection in
the current sheet, a set of plasmoids can be formed as a re-
sult of the tearing and the coalescence instabilities (Kliem
et al., 2000). It was proposed that these processes have a
cascading form: secondary tearing, tertiary tearing, and so
on, always on shorter and shorter spatial scales (Tanuma et
al., 2001; Shibata and Tanuma, 2001). Furthermore the plas-
moids formed can merge into larger plasmoids. Tanuma et
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Fig. 6. The 40–4500 MHz radio spectrum observed during the 12
April 2001 event by the Potsdam (40–800 MHz range, courtesy
by A. Klassen) and the Ondrˇejov radiospectrographs, showing the
slowly drifting pulsating structure at 10:17:20 UT–10:22:00 UT in
the 450–1500 MHz range and the type II radio burst at 10:17 UT–
10:33 UT in the 40–300 MHz range. The Trieste observing frequen-
cies (610 and 1420 MHz) are shown by horizontal lines (black and
white, respectively).
al. (2001) also showed that an increase of the velocity of the
plasmoid ejection leads to an increase of the reconnection
rate in the reconnection process.
We use these facts for the interpretation of the observed
series of slowly drifting structures. We propose that each
drifting structure corresponds to some plasmoids (see Fig. 5).
Electron beams are accelerated in localized current sheets be-
Fig. 7. Left (L) and right (R) circular polarization of the 12 April
2001 fluxes observed at 1420 and 610 MHz by the Trieste radiopo-
larimeter. The intervals studied statistically are designated by num-
bers 1, 2, and 3.
tween neighboring plasmoids, penetrate into the plasmoids,
and along their trajectories generate individual fast drift
bursts in specific slowly drifting structures. A series of drift-
ing structures thus maps the reconnection process. Their neg-
ative drifts correspond to motions of the plasmoids along the
flare current sheet upwards in the solar atmosphere. This drift
varies, expressing the variations of the reconnection rate. Af-
ter some maxima (reconnection rate), the frequency drift and
thus the reconnection rate decrease at the ending phase of
the series. Using this model we can interpret the time be-
havior of the interacting drifting structures at 13:07:52 UT–
13:09:00 UT (Fig. 3) as radio manifestation of the coales-
cence of neighboring secondary plasmoids. For more details,
see paper by Karlicky´ (2004).
2.2 The 12 April 2001 event
On 12 April 2001 the GOES satellite observed a soft X-ray
event which started at 09:39 UT, with maximum at 10:28 UT
and end at 10:49 UT. This event was classified as X2.0 and
localized in the active region NOAA AR 9415.
Figure 6 shows the radio spectrum of this flare in a
broad range of frequencies from 40 to 4500 MHz (40–800
MHz observed by Potsdam and 800–4500 MHz by Ondrˇejov
radiospectrographs). In radio waves the flare started at
10:14:30 UT at about 1500 MHz with a series of fast drift-
ing bursts covering the band from 200 to at least 4500 MHz.
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Below 800 MHz these bursts formed a precursor which was
followed by the type II burst at 10:17 UT–10:33 UT in the
metric range (Klassen et al., 2003).
Then during 10:16:00 UT–10:17:30 UT and 10:17:20 UT–
10:22:00 UT in the range 450–1000 MHz and 450–1500
MHz respectively, high-frequency slowly drifting pulsating
structures were observed. The second one was stronger and
its global frequency drift was about −1.8 MHz s−1.
The radio emission of the flare was recorded also on two
single frequencies (610 and 1420 MHz) by the Trieste ra-
diopolarimeter with 1 ms time resolution (Fig. 7). While
the beginning part of the flare was practically unpolarized,
at times when the single frequency observations cut the sec-
ond, i.e. stronger slowly drifting structure (10:17:20 UT–
10:18:30 UT on 1420 MHz and 10:18:30 UT–10:22:00 UT
on 610 MHz) the radio emission was polarized in the right-
circular sense. The mean polarization at these times was 50–
60% on 1420 MHz and 10–20% on 610 MHz, respectively.
For the statistical analysis three intervals cutting the
stronger slowly drifting structure on 1420 and 610 MHz were
selected (Fig. 7, intervals designated 1R, 1L, 2R, 2L, 3R,
3L; R and L mean right and left circular polarization, respec-
tively). (Remark: the receiver at 610 MHz was saturated
when the flux density reached the level about 6000 SFU,
that is more evident in the R-channel.) We used the Fourier
method. Power spectra for the selected intervals are shown
in Fig. 8. (After the subtraction of the spectrum obtained
during the pre-flare interval.) We recognized periods in the
range of seconds (0.9–7.5 s) with high statistical probability
(86–95 %); they are summarized in Table 1. Going to shorter
periods, first many individual periods in the range of ∼ 0.2–
0.9 s can be seen and then in the range of 0.2–0.06 s Fourier
spectra show power-law form (∼ f−γ ) with power-law index
γ in the 1.3–1.6 range (see Table 1). For even shorter periods
(<0.06 s) only noise was present (Fig. 8).
Moreover, the data in the intervals 1R, 1L, 2R, 2L and in
the non-saturated parts of the intervals 3R and 3L were tested
with respect to low-dimensional determinism and nonlinear-
ity (surrogate data tests and correlation dimensions, for the
methods see Me´sza´rosova´ et al., 2003). Non-linear behavior
was found in the non-saturated parts of the 3R and 3L inter-
vals. All intervals indicated high dimensional or stochastic
processes.
2.2.1 Time scales interpretation
Based on the paper by Kliem et al. (2000) we propose
that during the turbulent reconnection local enhancements of
the electric field are generated and simultaneously electron
beams are accelerated. These beams generate pulses inside
slowly drifting pulsating structures through bump-on-tail in-
stability and wave transformation. The pulses are spatially
localized (i.e. localized also in the radiation frequency) due
to trapping of beams in the O-type magnetic field structures
(plasmoids). The partial right-circular polarization of the
high-frequency structure speaks in favour of radio emission
at the fundamental plasma frequency.
Fig. 8. Fourier power spectra in three selected intervals 1R, 2R,
3L during the drifting structures (see Fig. 7). Fourier power spectra
made in the interval before the bursts (radio flux of “quiet sun”)
were subtracted. The arrows show the periods reported in Table 1.
In such a scenario we propose that spatial scales of plas-
moids in the current sheet correspond to those generated by
a cascade of tearing instabilities – multi-scale reconnection
(Shibata and Tanuma, 2001). On the other hand, time scales
of enhanced electric fields, localized between neighbouring
plasmoids, follow from their subsequent coalescence pro-
cesses as described by Tajima et al. (1987).
2.2.2 MHD model of reconnection
In the following we simulate the proposed processes and then
we compare them with observations. In the model we solve
the following set of equations
∂ρ
∂t
+∇·(ρu) = 0
ρ
∂u
∂t
+ ρ(u · ∇)u = −∇p + j × B (1)
∂B
∂t
= ∇×(u× B)−∇×(ηj)
∂U
∂t
+∇ · S = 0,
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Table 1. Frequencies, analyzed intervals, periods and power-law indices. For periods, see the arrows in Fig. 8.
Interval (see Fig. 7) 1R 2R 3L
Frequency (MHz) 1420 610 610
Time Interval 10:17:10 UT–10:18:40 UT 10:18:30 UT–10:19:59 UT 10:20:10 UT–10:22:00 UT
Periods (s) 7.5, 4.5, 1.6 6.3, 2.7, 1.2 5.7, 2.0, 0.9
Probabilities 95, 88, 94 95, 94, 95 86, 87, 89
of Periods (%)
Power-law Index γ 1.4 1.6 1.3
of Fourier spectrum
in Period Range (s) 0.2–0.06 0.2–0.06 0.3–0.06
Fig. 9. Magnetic filed lines, current density, places of enhanced electric resistivity, plasma density and temperature isolines, and velocity
field during the model reconnection process at 280 τA.
where ρ is the plasma density, u is the plasma velocity, p is
the plasma pressure, j is the current density, B is the mag-
netic field, U is the total energy density, and S the energy
flux (see for details, Kliem et al., 2000).
This system is then numerically solved using the 2D Lax-
Wendroff scheme inside a rectangular box with symmetric
boundary conditions on x and y axes and with free outer
boundary. The Harris current sheet perturbed for finite time
by anomalous resistivity is used at the initial state. See pa-
pers by Karlicky´ (1988) and Kliem et al. (2000) for details.
Computations are made for 1200 Alfve´n transit time τA
and the results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 presents
the state of the magnetic field reconnection (magnetic field
lines, current density, electric resistivity, plasma density and
temperature isolines, and plasma velocity field) at t=280τA.
In Fig. 9 one magnetic island (plasmoid) and reconnection
plasma outflow can be seen in the current sheet at positions
x∼5, x=20–64, respectively. The energy release is concen-
trated in regions of high resistivity (position x=13–23).
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Fig. 10. Time variations of the dissipated power D computed by the
2-D MHD numerical model and their Fourier power spectrum. τA
is the Alfve´n transit time. The line corresponding to the power-law
spectrum with power-law index 2 is added for comparison.
2.2.3 Comparison with radio flux variations
In order to compare directly the dynamical characteristics of
the modeled reconnection process with those obtained from
the observed radio data the temporal evolution of the integral
dissipated power
D =
∫
Box
η(x, y)j2(x, y)dxdy
is computed (Fig. 10). It shows that the reconnection process
is strongly variable (intermittent, bursting) in time.
Then, we made the Fourier power spectrum of these varia-
tions (Fig. 10). As can be seen it has a power-law form with
power-law index 2.
3 Radio bursts generated in reconnection outflows
According to the reconnection theory the intrinsic part of
the reconnection process is the plasma outflow where the
MHD turbulence is probably generated (Chiueh and Zweibel,
1987). Moreover, due to acceleration processes, particle
beams and other types of non-equilibrium particle distribu-
tion functions unstable with respect to growth of various
kinds of (electrostatic) plasma waves are expected. These
conditions may produce high level of electrostatic plasma
waves as well as (due to turbulent environment, see Benz and
Modelled radio spectra Observed radio spectraComparison
2−D MHD
reconnection model
Radio emission
calculation code
Observations
Fig. 11. Schema of the comparison between the two types of spec-
tra.
Wentzel, 1981) their effective conversion to electromagnetic
mode. As result, one may expect a significant radio radia-
tion from the reconnection with features typical for plasma
emission from turbulent sources.
3.1 Observational evidence for turbulence in solar flare ra-
dio sources
There are several types of radio bursts identified in the deci-
metric range indicating that their sources are located in tur-
bulent environment. This can be documented by their dy-
namical characteristics and/or distribution of spatial scales in
the source inferred from observations. In particular, two of
this class will be dealt with in this paper:
3.1.1 Lace bursts
In the radio spectrum the lace burst consists of very narrow-
band (about 50 MHz) lines rapidly varying in frequency and
intensity. Instantaneous line profile is asymmetric showing
a rather sharp high-frequency edge and gradual decay in the
low-frequency part (wing). Emission lines are mutually su-
perimposed forming thus a lace burst. The frequencies and
intensities change in fractions of a second. For further de-
tails about the lace burst characteristics, see Karlicky´ et al.
(2001). Analyzing temporal evolution of the well defined
high-frequency boundary of the emission line it was found,
that the Fourier power spectra show power-law profiles with
indices close to 2. Such self-similar dynamics indicates the
presence of so called inertial range of scales in turbulent
source.
3.1.2 Decimetric spikes
The global appearance of the dm-spikes in dynamic spectra
resembles a cloud of very narrow-band and short-duration
bright bursts. It was found, that adjacent spikes in the cloud
are correlated to some extent. For details about spectral
properties of dm-spikes see for example the review by Benz
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Fig. 12. Snapshot of the reconnection dynamics in the first quadrant at the time t = 900τA. Left: Magnetic field (dashed lines) and
density (gray levels) structures. The density fluctuations and the secondary plasmoid formation in the reconnection are clearly visible. Right:
Locations of sources of the radio emission (gray-level thin area) inside the reconnection. The solid contours mark out iso-surfaces of the
constant radiated frequencies 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 GHz. Dashed ones are magnetic field lines (cf. the left part).
(1986). In the studies by Karlicky´ et al. (1996, 2000) and
Zlobec and Karlicky´ (1998) Fourier analysis was applied to
distribution of spatial scales inside the source inferred from
the frequency bandwidths. Authors found power-law spectra
with power-law indices in the range of 0.80–2.85. This spa-
tial scaling indicates again the presence of turbulence in the
dm-spikes sources.
3.2 The model
In the present paper, as an extension of our previous ideas
(Karlicky´ et al., 2001; Ba´rta and Karlicky´, 2001, 2003), we
propose and numerically test the following hypothesis: the
lace and the dm-spikes bursts are generated inside turbulent
reconnection flows; the radiation is caused by some kind of
plasma emission process. The instability of upper-hybrid
(UH) waves due to an excess of transversal electron temper-
ature is considered here in agreement with the concept of be-
tatron acceleration in the collapsing magnetic trap suggested
recently by Karlicky´ and Kosugi (2004).
3.2.1 Model overview
To test our hypothesis the following scheme is used (see
Fig. 11): First, a set of MHD equations (1) is solved
in two dimensions for the initial Harris current sheet (see
Sect. 2.2.2). Plasma parameters (plasma and energy densi-
ties, magnetic field, and velocity) are computed in succes-
sively growing times inside reconnection region. Density and
magnetic field structures are then used as an input for calcu-
lation of the double-resonance radio emission. Final results
– artificial radio spectra – can be directly compared with ob-
servations.
3.2.2 Radio emission calculation
As already mentioned, radio emission under study is con-
sidered to be due to double-resonance instability of the
UH waves (Zheleznyakov and Zlotnik, 1975) and their sub-
sequent transformation into the escaping electromagnetic
mode. The relevant growth rate in the considered case of
equilibrium electron distribution function perturbed by the
bi-Maxwellian beam with T⊥>T‖ and relative density α is
(Mikhailovski, 1975)
γ (k) = −
√
piαω3(k)
v3T e‖k2|k‖|
∞∑
s=−∞
{
Is exp(−z⊥)× (2)
exp
(
− 1ω
2
k2‖v2T e‖
)(
1ω + sωBe T‖
T⊥
)}
,
where the frequency mismatch
1ω ≡ ω(k)− k‖v‖ − sωBe (3)
and the real part of the dispersion equation (in the limit
k‖  k⊥ where the growth rate has a maximum) can be ap-
proximated as
ω(k) =
√√√√ω2UH − ω2Beω2pe
ω2UH
k‖
k2
. (4)
Density and magnetic field structures evolving during the re-
connection process govern the radio emission by means of
frequencies ωpe and ωBe contained implicitly in relation (2).
For detailed explanation of other used (and not important
here) quantities we refer to Mikhailovski (1975) and Ba´rta
and Karlicky´ (2001).
Dynamics of the UH mode is then described by
E(k, t +1t) = E(k, t) · exp[(γ (k)− ν) ·1t] (5)
in each point of the source with effects of instability satura-
tion taken into account. Further, the instability is assumed
to be suppressed completely if the temporal scale of varia-
tions of local plasma parameters approaches the characteris-
tic growth time of the UH waves.
Mode conversion into the observable radio waves is con-
sistently supposed to be due to the scattering of the UH waves
on the low-frequency plasma inhomogeneities in the radio
source and it is not calculated here. In order to describe qual-
itatively the spectral dynamics of radio emission the propor-
tionality between radio flux and energy density of UH waves
at respective frequencies was assumed instead.
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Fig. 13. Dynamical spectrum of the modeled radio emission from
reconnection. Scaling factors used for magnetic field and elec-
tron density (see Kliem et al., 2000) are B0 = 250G and n0 =
3×1010cm−3, respectively. The emission was considered at the
third harmonic (s = 3).
3.3 Results
An example of the MHD reconnection modeling is shown in
the left part of Fig. 12 (see also Fig. 9). The obtained B-field
and the density structures are then passed into the radio emis-
sion calculation code. However, besides the above quantities
the growth rate (2) depends also on the parameters and the
spatial structure of the perturbed distribution function which
cannot be derived from the MHD simulation. Therefore two
– in some sense extreme – cases were studied:
3.3.1 Wide-spread unstable distribution function
In this approach the anisotropic beam perturbing equilib-
rium distribution function is assumed to fill homogeneously
the whole reconnection box. Obtained results are shown in
Figs. 12 (right part), 13, and 14. Figure 13 shows the dy-
namic spectrum of the modeled radio emission due to recon-
nection. It qualitatively reproduces the features seen on the
spectra of lace bursts – slowly varying changes of the emis-
sion line position and, also line profile with sharp cutoff at the
high-frequency end as well as a diffusive low-frequency part.
This is pronounced even more clearly in the instantaneous
spectrum taken at time t = 900τA (Alfve´n time) (Fig. 14).
The right part of Fig. 12 shows the localization of the ra-
dio emission sources at the same time. They are confined
Fig. 14. Modeled instantaneous spectrum of radio emission from
reconnection at time t = 900τA. The sharp high-frequency bound-
ary and the diffusive low-frequency part are clearly visible.
in the thin region around the surface fulfilling the resonant
condition
1ω ≈ ωUH − sωBe = 0 (6)
inferred from the Eqs. (2), (3), and (4). The solid contours
show the radiated frequency isolines. In addition, the mag-
netic field lines are plotted (dashed curves) to gain a better
image of the source position within the reconnection process.
As can be seen in Fig. 12, even several surfaces of constant
radiated frequency cross the area of emission localization.
It appears quite surprising in this context, that the resulting
emission is not broad-band, but with well defined peak at
≈1.5 GHz (see Fig. 14). The explanation is schematically
sketched in Fig. 15. Let BW is the half-bandwidth of one
frequency channel of a radio receiver centered around the
angular frequency ωr . Then the outlined belt around the iso-
surface ωr = const. represents the volume that potentially
contributes to radiation in this channel. On the other hand, let
RW is the characteristic frequency half-width of the double-
resonance. Then, significant contributions to emission come
only from the belt around the surface, where resonant con-
dition (6) is fulfilled. The radio flux F in the given channel
can be thus estimated as some factor times the cross-section
of both belts:
F ∝ BW.RW|∇1ω×∇ωr | .
This relation ensures that the principal contribution to the ra-
dio flux comes from the (rare) regions where the resonant
surface and the surface of constant radiated frequency are lo-
cally parallel.
3.3.2 Confined non-Maxwellian perturbation
As an alternative to the assumption of unstable distribution
function homogeneously spread over the whole reconnection
region we studied the non-Maxwellian perturbation confined
in one thin flux-tube carried away by the reconnection flow.
This approach extends our previous work (Ba´rta and Kar-
licky´, 2003) by inclusion of dynamics of the radio source
inside the reconnection.
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Fig. 15. Outline of contributions to the radio flux at a given fre-
quency channel centered around angular frequency ωr from various
places in the reconnection box. Maximum contributions come from
points where the resonant surface and the surface of radiated fre-
quency are locally parallel.
To simulate the presence of small scales in the MHD tur-
bulence which are, unfortunately, smoothed out in the present
MHD reconnection model we perturbed the computed den-
sity and the magnetic field profiles in the studied 1-D source
(along one thin flux tube) by artificial high frequency turbu-
lent variations. Extending the spectrum of superimposed per-
turbations to short scales, the qualitative transition was found
to be caused by an interruption of the instability of the UH
waves by too fast changes of background parameters. Re-
sults are shown in Fig. 16 and the spectrum was identified
with one chain of decimetric spikes. Clouds of spikes ob-
served more frequently can be reproduced as superposition
of several chains – for example as consequence of several
discrete flux-tubes filled by perturbed distribution function –
see Ba´rta and Karlicky´ (2001). On the other hand, in the sta-
tionary atmosphere the same radiation mechanism leads to
zebra bursts (see e.g. Sawant et al., 2002).
To test the presented hypothesis further also profiles of in-
dividual spikes were studied in addition to the global spectral
dynamics. As was pointed out by Gu¨del and Benz (1990) the
time profiles of individual spikes exhibit Gaussian raise and
main phases followed by exponential decay. To prove that,
authors used the logarithmic derivative (LDF) of the radio
flux F reduced of background continuum
LDF = d
dt
log(F (t)) = 1
F
· dF
dt
.
Prevailing exponential decay phase is indicated by a constant
value of LDF . On the other hand, a linear decrease of the
logarithmic derivative corresponds to the Gaussian time pro-
file of radio flux. Analyzing individual spikes computed us-
ing our model the same characteristics were found also for
modeled spectra. Comparison of results of the LDF analysis
applied to the observed and the modeled spikes is shown in
Fig. 17.
Fig. 16. The 1.0–2.0 GHz modeled radio spectrum of a chain of
spikes. The radio flux shown is in a logarithmic scale. MHD scaling
parameters are B0 = 200G, n0 = 3×1010cm−3, and s = 4.
4 Radio emission of the reconnection outflow termina-
tion shocks
It is commonly accepted that below the rising filament a cur-
rent sheet is formed in which the reconnection takes place
(Fig. 4). It is assumed that while plasma reconnection in-
flows are in a horizontal direction, the plasma reconnection
outflows are in vertical direction. It is believed that these re-
connection outflows interact with the above-lying plasmoid
and the under-lying flare loops. Here so the called termina-
tion shocks can be formed. A question arises if such termi-
nation shocks can be manifested in the radio spectra in a way
similar to flare shocks (type II radio bursts). In the paper by
Aurass et al. (2002) a unique example of decimetric type II-
like herringbone structure was shown (see Fig. 18). It was
proposed that this radio emission can be considered as the
radio emission from the termination shock.
5 Hα of the 18 September 1995 eruptive prominence
In the paper by Kotrcˇ et al. (1998) a detailed analysis of the
September 18, 1995 eruptive prominence was presented. Us-
ing a combined soft X-ray SXT/Yohkoh, Hα image and spec-
tral observations it was found that the Hα spectra from the
location of the loop-loop interaction are split into two com-
ponents. The derived Doppler velocities are in the −100–
+50 km s−1 range. This spectral splitting indicates the bi-
directional plasma flow as expected in the reconnection pro-
cess.
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Fig. 17. Comparison between modeled and observed spike profiles
using the logarithmic derivative of the flux (LDF). (a) time profile
at 1670 MHz and its logarithmic derivative of a modeled spike. The
beginning of the spike profile is not included due to high values
of numerical noise in LDF . (b) time profile and its LDF of a
spike recorded at the Trieste Observatory, Italy at 1420 MHz. The
background of 215 SFU was subtracted before the analysis.
6 Conclusions
New radio and Hα diagnostics of the solar flare reconnection
process are presented.
Is is proposed that a series of high-frequency slowly drift-
ing structures manifest plasmoids formed in the extended
current sheets and thus these structures map the magnetic
field reconnection. An increase of their frequency drifts cor-
responds to an increase of the reconnection rate.
Series of pulses in the drifting pulsating structures are ex-
plained by a series of electron beams accelerated in the elec-
tric field generated during the tearing and the coalescence
processes in the bursting (multi-scale) reconnection. Thus,
Fourier spectra of time variations of the drifting pulsating
structures can be used for diagnostics of acceleration pro-
cesses in the magnetic field reconnection.
Using 2-D MHD modeling it was shown that Fourier spec-
trum of time variations of the dissipative power has a power-
law form with power-law index 2. This result is an exten-
sion of the results of Valdivia et al. (2003), who made simi-
lar computations, but in the 1-D model only. They obtained
Fourier spectrum with power-law index 1. Thus, we expect
that in reality, i.e. in 3-D case, Fourier power spectrum has
also power-law form, but with power-law index ≥ 2. These
results show that tearing and coalescence processes in the
multi-scale reconnection are self-similar, i.e. they have not
any characteristic scale length.
Ryabov et al. (1997) studied fine structures in 2.5 and 2.85
GHz radio bursts and they found power-law Fourier spec-
Fig. 18. Decimetric type II-like herringbone structure.
tra with power-law index in the range 1–2, which is similar
to our case (1.3–1.6). They suggested a model of uncorre-
lated pulses as capable to generate such spectra. We think
that the proposed multi-scale reconnection processes belong
to the same class of processes. On the other hand, deviations
from power-law dependence can be expected for longer time
scales (corresponding to larger spatial scales) due to the lim-
ited volume of the flare. For longer period range we really
found well specified periods of 0.9–7.5 s (Table 1).
We think that the difference in the power-law indices of
Fourier spectra of the observed and of the simulated data are
due to non-linear processes, which in reality connect the dis-
sipation power in the reconnection and the radio flux output.
On the other hand, this difference gives us a limit for con-
version processes (dissipation power → electron accelera-
tion→ plasma wave generation→ transformation of plasma
waves into electromagnetic ones→ radiative transfer of gen-
erated radio waves).
The acceptance of the presented interpretation of the lace
and the spike bursts would have some applicable conse-
quences. If true, it represents the first possibility of direct
detection and analysis of one of key parts of the reconnec-
tion process. Particularly, the turbulence in reconnection out-
flows can be studied using the Fourier analysis of temporal
variations of the emission line position during the lace burst.
Such an analysis was done in the paper by Karlicky´ et al.
(2001). First, obtained spectra need to be converted from
temporal to spatial scale by some way. Since the temporal
variations imply basically from a transit of spatial inhomo-
geneities through the radio source one can estimate transfor-
mation between spatial and temporal scales as
1l ≈ vA1t.
If this re-calculated power spectrum contains significant
breakpoints well known from the turbulence theory (see
e.g. Kurien and Sreenivasan, 2000) the following important
scales of the reconnection flow dynamics can be estimated:
1) Energy input scale. If found in observed spectra it would
give us an estimation of the transversal dimensions of out-
flow.
2) Dissipation scale. It contains a combination of the energy
dissipation rate and the electric resistivity. Estimating one of
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these parameters independently, the second one can be calcu-
lated, if this scale can be identified in the observed spectrum.
Furthermore, in the prevailing case of high gradient of
magnetic field (comparing with density gradient) along the
radio source the frequency changes are mainly due to density
variations. Hence, 〈δn2〉 can be easily computed integrating
the observed spectrum of frequency variations re-calculated
firstly to density changes over its domain.
Finally, there are indications that the radio plasma emis-
sion from the reconnection termination shock and also Hα
spectroscopy can give us additional information about the re-
connection process.
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